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Abetracir—
Information about rotational bands of deformed Yb nuclei as
obtained through, in-beam speotroscopic studies ace discussed.
Routhians and alignments have been extracted from the experimen¬
tal data. Experimental single-quasineutron routhians have been used
to construct two-and three-quasineutron routhians. Residual interaction between excited quasiparticles a.r/e- obtained from a compa¬
rison of the excitation energies of multiple-quasiparticle states
constructed from single-quasipartide states with experimental
excitation energies of multiple-quasiparticle states- An odd-even neutron-number dependence of the alignment frequency of the
first pair of i 1 o/ 2 quasineutron in rare-earth nuclei is presentedThis effect is explained by a reduction of the neutron pairing-correlation parameter,A , for odd-N systems as compared to senio¬
rity-zero configurations in even-N nuclei. The signature dependence
of the interband-intraband branching ratios as well as of the
interband M1/E2 mixing ratios is discussed, and compared to the
signature dependence of B(M1) transition rates recently suggested
by Haraamoto.
Przedstawiono analizę własności poziomów wysokospinowych dla
izotopów Yb z obszaru 1 6 O ^ A < 1 Ó 8 . Na podstawie ustalonych sche¬
matów poziomów energetycznych otrzymano kwazicząstkowe energie
(routhiany) w układzie rotujących współrzędnych. Wyznaczono
uszeregowanie spinów dla obserwowanych rotacyjnych pasm. Skonstru¬
owano routhiany dwu- i trój-kwazicząstkowe ze znanych doświadczal¬
nie routhianów jedno-torazicząstkowych- Porównując routhiany tak
otrzymane z routhianami eksperymentalnie znanych pasm wielo-kwazicząstkowych wyznaczono resztkowe oddziaływanie pomiędzy wzbudzo¬
nymi kwazicząstkami. Przedstawiono systematykę częstclci kątowej
tou przy której następuje uszeregowanie pierwszej pary neutronowej
z powłoki i.,o/o d l a J^der z obszaru ziem rzadkich o
Stwierdzono systematyczne obniżanie n o dla jąder o nieparzystej
liczbie neutronowej N. Efekt ten tłumaczy się redukcją neutrono-

wego pairingu,Д , w jądrach o nieparzystym N w porównaniu do
jąder o parzystym N. Przedstawiono doświadczalne potwierdzenie
silnej zależności В(Ml) od częstości obrotu 6 0 i sygnatury.

Приведён анализ свойств высокоспиновых состояний в ядрах гь
из области 1 6 0 ^ А 4 1 6 8 . На основе экспериментальных ротационных
уровней найдено квазичастичные энергии во вращающейся системе
координат. Определено выстраивания углового момента для разных
состояний ротационных полос. Вычислены двух- и трёхквазичастичные энергии во вращаощейся системе координат из экспериментально
известных однокваэичастичных энергий. Приведена зависимость рота
ционной частоты hu c , при которой наступает разрыв первой нейтрон
ной пары из полосы *-13/2 о т ч и с л а нейтронов в области 9 C K N $ . 9 8 .
Замечено систематическое уыеньшение *»о для ядер с нечётным
числом нейтронов. Представлено экспериментальное подтверждение
сильной зависимости В(Mi) от ротационной частоты и сигнатуры.
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1. Introduction

*

In heavy ion collisions, it is possible to produce coupouna
nuclei with, angular momenta which nay reach the maximum values
that can be accomodated by rotating nuclei- A U n i t for studying
high angular momentum phenomena is therefore provided by the fis¬
sion instability of compound nuclei caused by rotation. With
increasing angular momentum, one arrives at a oritical value I
at which the compound nucleus is no longer stable with respect
to fission. The value of ^nja^j obtained from liquid drop model,
as a function of nuclear mass number is shown in fig. 1. Compound
nuclei lying below the curve where the fission barrier equals
8 MeV /B_=8 MeV/ decay by particle evaporation leading to ao-called evaporation residues. It is seen in fig. 1 that the curve
labelled B_=8 iieV reaches a maximum of about 1=8Oft around A=i40,
while the curve B_=0 MeV reaches I«*100n around A=130.
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Fig. 1. Fission stability
of rotating liquid drop.
The figure is tai:en fron
the theoretical analysis
of reference 1, and shows
tho value of the angular
momentum that can be accouodated by the beta-stablo
nuclei as a function of the
mass number A. The stable
shape of the nucleus is
oblate below the dashed
line and triaxial between
the dashed and solid line

The several evaporated particles /mostly neutrons/ carry away
only a small part of the total angular momentum, but much of
energy and thus oost of the angular momentum remains in the eva¬
poration residues. The rest of the excitation energy anA angular
raociontuiu ii> released through garaina decay. The y - ray decay becomes competative with particle emission near the -^ - ray "entry
line". This line is defined in the energy versus angular aoaentuia plane as the centroid of states prior to the -jf - decay, and
roughly coincides with the line of equal probability for y - ray
and neutron emission. The deexcitation of the nucleus is schema¬
tically shown in fig. 2. The entry line is expected to be paral¬
lel to the line of states of the lowest possible energy at a cer¬
tain angular moaentu. [_2]. These states are called the yrast
states. In the angular momentum versus energy plane,•the yrast
line forms the boundary between the physically possible states
and physically impossible states. Xn other words, there arc no
states below the yrast line.
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Fig. 2. A typical picture of
•j- -ray deexcitation pathways
to the ground state, The sta¬
tistical transitions are the
vertical arrows which lover
the teuperature of the system,
whereas tiie yrast-liJiG transi¬
tions are roughly parallel tc
the yrast line and remove the
angular aoaeatiw of the svstea.

The nucleus can decay vertically toward the yraat line by statis¬
tical transitions that decrease the excitation energy of the nu¬
cleus and only a little angular momentum. It can decay also by
collective 32 transitions that fora bands parallel to the yrast
line and carry off angular momentum as well as energy There are
so many possible pathways that the -f-transitions form a continuou
"5" -ray spectrum. No single transition has enough intensity to bo
seen in the spectrum. 1/hen the nucleus deexcites close to the
yrast line, there are much loss pathways and enough population
goes through individual transitions to make them stand out in the
spectrum as resolved lines. This happens between spins of 10ń to
kCfi depending on the type of nucleus•, and the observed lines can
correspond to either collective or noncollective transitions,
according to the nature of the yrast states.
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The statistical transitions do not depend very ciuch on the
nuclear structure, but the existence of collective rotational
transitions does. In particular, it requires rotation around an
axis other than the symmetry axis. For a prolate nucleus /and a
triaxial nucleus favouring prolate shape/ rotating around an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis, the transitions in rotational
bands are strongly enhanced and prefere the decay rouglily parallei to the yrast line. Thus, they lead to low spins before suffi¬
cient cooling takes place to allow abservation of the discrete
lines / 30n/. On the other hand, oblate nuclei /or triazial nuloi
of dorainantly oblate shape/ rotating around their symmetry axis
have no collective transitions /or strongly suppressed/, and so Mr
deexcite iaore steeply into the yrast line. It is reached at a hit
her spin and, since in this case the yrast line is irregular beii
coaposed of single-particle states, not only aro discrete states
of higher spin observable, but some may be long-lived enough to
becaue isouers, so called the yrast traps £3jIn the yrast region the nucleus is cold in the sense that
almost all the excitation energy of the nucleus is tied up in
generating the angular momentum. Therefore, the structure in
the yrast region should be described with simple excitation niodas
This leads to the concept of "yrast spectroscopy" which extends

;
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the spectroscopy of lotf lying states to the whole yrast region
In the past decade, many new features of nuclei have been
found through detailed experimental investigations of the yrast
region. One of the major discoveries, was the observation of the
backbending phenomenon in many deforcied nuclei.
Die backbending phenotnanon, is now understood to result from the
crossinc of bands of different degrees of rotational alignment \_5~\In the even-even 2=6k - 72 nuclei the backbending feature of the
yrast bands has been well studied and it has been found that the
o-band /Stockholm or super/ which crosses the ground state band
at 1=12-16 has additional angular wonsntuin that can be attributed
to the alignuent of a pair of i,.,. neutrons. But, band crossings
anu backbendings should not be a feature characteristic of the
yrast band only Xear the yrast line, there should exist many
2 q.p. or 1 q.p- /in odd nuclei/ bands, which may also experience
backbonding or upbending due to the alignment of a pair of high-j
{iiasiparticl es near the Fertai surface /i^o/o neutrons or h . ,„
protons in the case of rare-earth nuclei/. -V study of not only
the yrast band but also of other bands is thus imperative for
a pz-oper understanding of the influence of rotation on quasipartides near the Fermi surface.
The present article is based on the systematic studies of band
structure in the Yb nuclei, It concentrates on the probleras how
u; obtain spectroscopie information from such studies and suoma*'i.:os soiie spectroscopic inf omiation. In those studies the cranked
she 1 model and the particle-rotox- model were used as the theore¬
tical approaches Doth models invoke the idea of a statically
-ieforaed field that rotates with respect to the laboratory referonce frame. In the particle-rotor model the majority of the nucleons are represented by a rotor having only rotational degrees of
"reodo;.! whereas the degrees of freedom of one or a few retaining
nucl.oons are treated explicitly £6,7,8^|. The particle-rotor hamilconian refers to the laboratory system and properties of states
arc calculated as functions of angular momentum. The cranking M O —
.el first used by Ing-lis {_9~), deals with the motion of the nuoloons in a rotating reference frame. From the response of the nu-
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cleons to this rotation, all nuclear properties can be explicitly
expressed as functions of the rotational frequency. The interprotation of the band structure and band crossings according to thu
idea of Bohr and Mottelson [^J provides us with means to compare
the experimental results with a microscopic theory and to extract
quantities like the crossing frequency and the aligned angular
momentum from the experimental data. These methods have been fur¬
ther developed by Bengtsson and Frauondorf £i
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Z. Experimental techniques.
The decay sequences of deformed nuclei are composed of casca¬
des along- a series of rotatio:ial bands, each based on a definite
intrinsic configuration. It is illustrated in fig- 3 where the
level scheme of
Tb is presented. The methods of in-bean ir -ray

.sin"
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Pig. 3. Level scheme ofIU-FYbf showing states populated in the
152
Sm /'''
reaction at 80 MeV o
^
energy of

1
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spectroscopy used for establishing such bands are based on the
studies of angular distributions,y - xcoincidences, conversion
electron coefficients, excitation functions and life-times of
excited states. Such studies on which this paper is based were
carried out at the N.B.I, tandem accelerator using 80 - 8k iieV
beans of i 6 ' 1 7 ' i 8 O and 60 - Ć5 MeV beams of 1 2 C on 1 ' t9 ' 152 ' i5hóa
targets [j-1,1 2,13,14,15^ •
In the study of rotational bands up to high spins it is often
difficult to resolve the highest transitions because of a large
number of lines in the spectrum. The quality of the recorded date
can, however, be considerably improved by favouring the registra¬
tion of events belonging to high-raultiplicity cascades. This can
be done by means of a multiplicity filter or a sum-energy filter
methods.
In the multiplicity filter method, several individual J,*aJ/Tl/
counters are used in addition to high-resolution Go/Li/ detectot'f
enployed for energy registration. The technique consists in requ¬
iring- the detection of at least three -f -rays in the multi-countc
system, within a pre-set coincidence overlap time before acceptii
any event. Therefore, the registration of transitions beloncinc t
high-multiplicity cascades is strongly enhanced. Since the raulti
plicity of the rotational cascades depends oainly on the angular
momentum imput [_16]], the multiplicity requireaent improves greatJ
the selection of a. specific xn-channel and the exclusion of low-multiplicity or background events. Such selection can be also
done by using of one or more NaJ/Tl/ counters with a largo total
solid angle, as a total v"-ray energy filter [_173- '*• Ge/Li/-even;
is thus only accepted if there is a simultaneous /within the res<
ving time/ registration of the total energy exceeding a pro-set
threshold. Since the binding energy of the neutron is larger thru
the kinetic evaporation energy of the emitted neutrons, on© expoi
a small overlap between the xn-channels on the energy axis ancl
a good channel selection in the total energy of the y-ray cascarif
uieasured in the suta spectrometer. It is therefore possible to dif
criminate the resulting events off the events from unwanted reac¬
tions. This can be seen in fig. h where the Ge/Li/"^-ray spectra

13

/ 12 C,xn/ 1 5
Er reaction are presented. In the
from the
1
x
12
Sm / C,xn/ * Er reaction, there is less energy available
for jr-radiation after the evaporation of three neutrons than
after the evaporation of two nautrons.

CWMT 1W)

Fir. 4. The Ge/Li/jf-ray spectra obtained with a gate placed on
the low-energy part /upper spectrum/ and on the higii-energy part /lower spectrum/ of the sura-spectrum recor¬
ded in a KaJ/Tl/ detector subtending a solid angle of 70?
of kW. The transitions of 3 Er are raarked with, arrows.

Therefore in the low-energy part of the spectrum recorded by the
sun spectrometer, the transitions of -/J'&c are much stronger than
in the high energy part, which is dominated by the transitions of
Er- The Tj"-ray intensities in tho spectrum obtained with the

Ge/Li/-detectors xn uiio coincidence with the low-energy part of
the sum spectrum, are an order of magnitude larger for the transi¬
tions of " E r than for the transitions of •* Er.
The analysis of energy-energy-time coincidences between the
emitted nuclear radiation gives the most important information
necessary for construction of the nuclear level schemes. In a ty¬
pical coincidence experiment tvo Ge/Li/ detectors are usod. The
low coincidence counting rate obtainable with such a two-detector
system is not suited for the study of vreakly populated bands, for
which high statistics is very important. The use of many detectors
can solve this problem. For example the use of four detectors would
increase the coincidence counting rate by a factor of about 6 when
compared to a two-detector system. In the coincidence experiment
on
Ybt 4 Ge/Li/ detectors were used. The gains of the detectors
were matched to be equal so the resultant spectra could be added.
Furthermore, 4 NaJ/Tl/ detectors served as multiplicity filter.
Only those events were recorded in which at least three detectors
/of which at least two were Ge/Li/ detectors/ were triggered.
The coincidence counting rate was approximately 1000 counts/sec
using a 1 particle nA beam of 80 MeV
0 on a 1.5 mg/cn
Sni
target. A similar set-up, in which one of the Ge/Li/ detectors
was replaced by a planar Ge/Li/ detector was used for the coinci¬
dence experiment on
Yb. These set-ups favour high-iaultiplicity
events and virtually eliminate all events due to radioactivity.
This is important when studing weak transitions as the product
nuclei are usually highly radioactive.
The coincidence experiments on
'
'
Yb were performed
with a set-up consisting of 5 Ge/Li/ detectors in Compton-suppresion shields. The arrangement of this set-up is schematically
sho-.-m in fig. 5. Four of the Compton-suppresion shields were
8 x 1 0 inch NaJ/Tl/ crystals, the fifth was a smaller NaJ/Tl/
crystal. This set-up reduced the background drastically, it permit¬
ted an easy and a positive identification of weak transitions in
the gated spectra and it made possible to gate on weak transitions.
The improved quality of the coincidence data is significant which
can be seen in fig. 6, where the comparison of gated suppressed

Fig. 5. Schematic side view of the arrangement of tho array of
four anticonpton spectrometers. A fifth anticonipton
spectrometer is located in the horizontal plane at 90
to the beau direction.

and nonsuppressed spectra is presented. The suppresion of the Conjpton events resulted also in an almost 5-fold reduction of the
coincidence data to be handled. Furthermore, the use of 5 detec¬
tors enabled to run the coincidence experiment with a reasonable
counting rate. A 3 particle nA bean of 30 lleV '0 on a 2 5 rag/cm
target of
Sra resulted in about l|00 Coupton,suppressed coinci¬
dences /sec
In order to study low-energy transitions 20 keV<^3v<^300 keV
J
in
Yb, a~A-)C- tine coincidence experiment was perforned using
a set-up consisting of one Ge intrinsic detector sensitive to the
X-ray and four big Ge/Li/ detectors with matched gain amplifiers.
A multiplicity filter of four NaJ/Tl/ detectors was also used.
In this experiment the TAC was started by the pulse corresponding
co the detection of an event in the X-ray detector and stopped by
delayed pulse from the v-- detectors.

COINCIDENCE GATES-* 2 Yb
GROUND BAND
«•
14* 6225 GATE
500

4Ge(U)

v>

8

4 ANTCOMPTON
Ge(U)

200 -

Fig. 6. Comparison of coincidence y-ray spectra for
Yb
obtained with Compton-suppressed Ge/Li/ detectors /bot¬
tom/ and unsuppressed Ge/Li/ detectors /top/. Note the
improved peak to background ratio for the spectra obtain¬
ed with Compton-suppressed Ge/Li/'s.

For the study of the angular distribution of the ^f-rays, two
sets of single 7f-T&y spectra were measured simultaneously at 5
different angles between 0° and 90°. A single Ge/Li/ detector
and a Couipton-suppressed Ge/Li/ detector were used for the two
sets respectively. These two detectors were mounted on a common
turntable at right angle to each other. A third detector placed
below the target served as a monitor detector. The beaia was stop¬
ped by a 0.3 miu lead foil inside the target chamber to allow the
measurements in forward direction. The intensities of the pf"-rays
at different angles were normalised to the laonitor yields, correc¬
ted for the dead times and fitted to an expression

W/ / = A Q + A 2 P 2 /cosśf/ + A ^

/cos©/.

/1/

The coefficients A and .-., , after correction due to finite solid
angles of the detectors usctl, are usually enough to determine tho
uultipole nature /L=1,2,3/ &- the jf-rays and hence the spins of
the levels
The combination of the angular distribution data with the data,
frou the electron conversion measurements suffices for an unarabiCuous assignment of the electric or the magnetic nature of the
transitions. To determine conversion coefficients of the transi¬
tions, conversion electron spectra were measured with a mini—orange
conversion electron spectrometer Different energy regions were
se.~: acted using appropriate magnet configurations. To reduce the
background of unwanted events only electrons in coincidence with
a 7p-ray registered by a multiplicity filter /consisting of four
7-6 x 7.6 cm ATaJ/Tl/ detectors/ were recorded. The electron con¬
version coefficients were evaluated from the experimental electron
intensities talcing into account the efficiency of the electron
spectrometer, the relative intensity of the *"-rays and the multi¬
ple nature of a few strong transitions.
>-1 fyb
The detailed information about the decay schemes of
obtained on the basis of the above mentioned studies and used in
further discussion one can find in refs• Q11,I 2,13,1h,15I .
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3. The oranked shell-model
As It has already been mentioned in seotion 1, the nucleus is
cold in the region of a few MeV exoitation energy above the yrast
line ao its level density there la oomperable with that near the
ground state. The yrast spectra of deformed nuclei may be there¬
fore understood in terms of configurations of quasipartioles in
a potential rotating with a constant frequency about an axis per¬
pendicular to the symmetry axis [_1O,21,233« •rn r # o # n * y**r» «any
yrast bands have bean analysed on this basis L'^l- This approaoh
has also been very juooessful to interprete side bands and their
band crossings [_4,10,2iJ. In the present seotion some details
concerning the oranked shell-model /CSU/ will be discussed.
The theoretical description is based on the single-partlole
routhian

ń° . h° which is recognised as tht< hamiltonlan in a reference frame rota¬
ting with angular frequency u) about the 1-axlst J. is.the projec¬
tion of the single-partiole angular momentum on the axis of rota¬
tion /the 1-axis/. The hamiltonian n* is given by
/ + A / P * • P/ - >-Nf

|
•
''

/3/

where h
is the single-partiole hamiltonian of the modified har¬
monic oscillator. A monopole pairing field P + with oonstant matrix
elements is assumed. The strength of the monopole pairing field
is- fixed by the gap parameter A . The particle number N is deter¬
mined by the chemical potential X. The solution of the quasi-particle equations corresponding to h is a set of quasi-partiole
energies e' as a function of the rotational frequency u). The CSM
considers the angular frequency as a physical quantity and extracts it from the experimental spectrum. It is next possible to
transform the experimental energies into the rotating frame.
These energies, oalled routhians^can be direotly oompared with
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the spectrum of it*. In the CSM approach the same Łi is assumed
for all configurations. It implies that the energy and other
quantities are equal to the sum of the contributions from the
excited quasiparticles. The analysis of experimental data shows
that an approximate additivity is observed. Deviations from
the strict additivity are attributed to the residual interaction
between the quasiparticles.
The presence of the second term in eq. /&/ viclates the timereversal and axial-symmetry. The routhian / 2 / remains invariant
with respect to both the apace reflection and the rotation
R s R V J T / of 180° about the axis of rotation /the 1 - axis/.
The only good quantum numbers remaining for c*J 4 0 are parity 7t
/as a consequence of P-space inversion symmetry/ and the slgnature ex. The quantum number arises from the invariance of h with
respect to the rotation Rj/ot/, i.e.

R^R,-1 =
with

Rt = e~iTfj1

[io3-

tf\

A/
/5/

Therefore the single-quasiporticle states, I <*. .y, of h u can- be
classified according to their symmetry with respect to R.

R1 \*L±y =
The quantum number Ct, defined in this way, is an additive quantity.
For single-particle states, <3* a * 1/2. For many-particle configura¬
tion the total Ct quantum-number is equal to the sum of the <x quan¬
tum-numbers for all the occupied one-particle orbits- For example,
two-quaslparticle configurations are characterized by the quantum- number CL = 0, 1.
As it has been mentioned above, the solution of the quasiparti¬
d e equations corresponding to b is a set of quasiparticle ener¬
gies e' as a function of the rotational frequency oJ. it has to be
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noticed, that the calculated quasiparticle energies are not
absolute energies but relative to a reference spectrum, which
in ref. 10 is defined aa the energy spectrum of the ground band
of an even-even nuoleus. Results of a calculation for quasinoutron configurations in
Yb \Ji~^ are shown in fig. 7, where for
increased readability only, positive parity levels are drawn.
The quasiparticle orbits in fig, 7 are labelled with capital let¬
ters A,B,C ...

(Oc'23

.36 37

,-• • « s,/
•-..I.---

X

Fig. 7. Cranked shell-model calculation for N=90. Only positive
parity levels are drawn.a= + 1/2 and <X = - 1/2 are drawr
in full and dotted lines, respectively. The slopes are U.
aligned angular momenta relative to the reference. The
alignment gain,Ai, resulting from a crossing is equal to
the sums of slopes of the interacting levels.

However, a more reasonable notation may be to write down a set of
quantum-numbers CaL,TT) , where u denotes that it is n
configura¬
tions with the same quantum numbers. Some of the states in fig. 7
are labelled also with the asymptotic Ńilsson quantum numbers,
which are meaningful only at (>>= 0. The occupation of the quasiparticle states by-quasiparticles is governed by the occupation
number representation \_10~]. If, e.q., the level A (aee fig. 7)
is occupied, then the conjugate level -A, obtained by the reflec¬
tion about e' = 0 and by change of the signature from CXto - a ,
must be free. Therefore, half of the levels are always ocoupied,
and a quasiparticle excitation consists in occupying a level at
+e, and freeing its conjugate partner, with resulting change of
energy of the system. In an even-even nucleus the quasiparticle
vacuum is obtained by filling all the negative energy states.
For small frequencies this corresponds to the g-band (ground
state bandy. The first excited two-quasiparticle band, correspon¬
ding to the S- band (i.e. the super or Stockholm band!}, is obtain¬
ed by occupying the levels A and B. The S-band lowers in energy
relative to the g-bands as a result of the rotation. The quasipar¬
ticle states A and B would cross -B and -A at I H A ^ 0.27 MeV if
there were no repulsion and exchange of characters. After the
crossing, the S-band is the vacuum state and the g-band is the
first excited state. The band crossing causes the irregularity in
the yrast band,
hitherto called back.bend.ing- Crossings between
other quasiparticle trajectories may also occur and are identified
in fig. 7 by the repulsion between trajectories corresponding to
the same values of o- andTi .
In the section 8 the CSM calculations will be discussed in
more details and compared with observed rotational bands in Yb
nuclei.
*
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Transformation of the decay-scheme information to e' versus
representation
To study the effect of rotation on an Independent-particle
motion in a deformed nucleus, it is convenient to transform the
decay-scheme information i.e lab-frame excitation energies, E ,
and angular momentum, I, into excitation energies in the rotating
intrinsic frame (routhians , e'Jand angular frequency vJ (_££->= "j^ 2
for A I = 2 ) . In the e* versus-no)representation, the Iw-J depen¬
dence of the intrinsic excitation energy of the nucleus can be
studied for the specific nuclear configurations which are basic
for the rotational sequences in the decay schemes.
In order to calculate the experimental routhian, the rotatio¬
nal frequency has to be determined. The rotational frequency with
which the potential rotates about the x-axis oan be obtained by
approximating the classical relation

by the quotiant of finite differences

where 23(1+1} and £(l-1 ) are two consecutive states of the same
signature in a rotational band and I is the angular momentum
component on the rotational axis in units of -n. Semiclassically,
the component I is determined as
1/2) 2 where K is tho angular momentum component along the symmetry axis.
Tho energy in the rotating frame is then given by

I X CI)J
In the oase of odd mass nuclei the energy must be counted front
the ground state of an even-even neighbour, i.e. the even-odd
mass difference, A
i must be added to the experimental excita¬
tion energies.
As pointed out earlier to compare E' and I for different nu¬
clei and vith CSM calculations, it is necessary to establish
a reference frame and to consider the relative routhiaas, e',
and aligned angular momenta, i,

/12/
Two choices of reference frames are in common use for even-even
nuclei: the ground state configuration [JO] and the yrast configu¬
ration £.13]]. There are technical problems associated with both
choices of the reference frames which are discussed below.
The ground-state bpnd moment of inertia is not constant at the
lowestfiu>and this band is not known at higher fioJ. Therefore,
for the reference it io necessary to choose an appropriate para¬
meterized reference as a function of nu>to approximate the zeroquasiparticle ground state configuration. The reference frame
chosen in this paper is a bead with a variable moment of inertia
[«9] described by the Harris formula [20]
J = Jo + 0 5 % .
The Harris parameters used in establishing the "ground-state1*
reference are collected in table 1. These parameters, which are
similar to those used for lighter Yb isotopes [21,22}, are the
compromise between the values necessary to produce constant ali¬
gnment JJI the ground-state band (jj 125 MeV"V* in i 6 6 Y b ) and
in the yrast sequence above the lowest-frequency band crossing,

the S-band [_23j, (,>*, 70 MeV~3h'ł). Hie choice of average para¬
meters, which vary smoothly from nucleus to nucleus (.J. constant
and J- only shightly N dependent ), nalces it possible to discuss
the systetnatics of the rotational effects for quasiparticle state
in neighbouring isotopes and isotones. However, the use of such a
average referenoe frame results in a slight increase in the align
ment with increasing frequenoy in the ground-state band and a
small decrease in i with -h <>> in the S-band.

TABLE 1. Harris parameters used for the
ground-state v Terence
J

Nucleus
i63
t6

MeV 'ii

l

MeV

Yb

23

90

Vb

25.8

90

i65

Yb

27.8

90

i66

Yb

29.8

90

i67

Yb

31.8

90

For odd-N or odd-Z nuclei the routhians and aligned angular
momenta are referred to the appropriate reference configuration
of the neighbouring even-even nuclei and the quasiparticle energy
E^, of the ground-state configuration for the odd-A nucleus

,
:
•t

is added. In the" deformed region the spacing of the Nilsson level
is usually such that the energy of the ground-state relative to
the Fermi surface, E^— X , can be ignored and E^~AProblems associated with the extrapolation of the ground-state
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reference frame to higher fioJ can be avoided by referring the
intrinsic-frame excitation energies to the yrast band. The yrast
configuration of even-even nuclei, however, is not necessarily
appropriate for the neighbouring oddVmass isotopes and isotones.
For example, a difference in pairing and interaction strengths
between odd- and even-N or Z neighbours viii produce changes
in the references appropriate for odd- and even-N or Z nuclei.
Such problems will be discussed farther on £sse section 8 ) where
experimentally constructed routhians are compared directly with
CSiM calculations. Information about alignment, i, is also contain¬
ed in the e'' vs -6 u) plots as
i=

^i

- -"TO

•

/15/

It is often convenient to plot i vs -iioJ because of the similarity
of such a presentation of the data with the familiar "baekb ending"
plot.
Routhxans and alignments are shown in fig. 8 as a function of
•hu> for the yrast sequence of
Yb referred to both the groundstate band and the yrast references. Near łiuJ for which the
"backbending" effect occurs the excitation energy of the yrast
sequence is double-valued for a particular -fiu).
It is, therefore necessary to define which branch of the yrast
sequence should be taken as the reference frame: for -noJ^n^J
the ground-state band is used while for fiuN-ftj the S-band is
takon as the reference. Hie appearance of a crossing of the
weakly-interacting bands in e' and i plots referred both to the
ground-state and to the yrast configurations can be seen in
fig. 8.
Since the present paper is confined to relatively low values
of -fiu» where the extrapolation of the ground-state configuration
is reasonable, the data will usually be referred to a parameteriz¬
ed ground-state configuration eq. 13 • For example, the informa¬
tion on e' vs iiu> gained from the experimental levels schemes of
1
'
Yb is shown in fig. 9, after the transformation to the
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Fig. 6

Routhiana, e'f and alignments, i, as a function of
for the ground-»tate band and the S-band in
Yb refer¬
red to the g a.b. reference ( shown to the left), and to
the yrast reference ( shown to the right). A partial decay
scheme of
Yb and an E_ versus I plot shoving the le¬
vels of the g.s.b. and the S-band are also shown in the
upper portion of the figure.
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rotating frame aad it is referred tothe ground-state configuration.
In
Ybr however, where there are strong interactions between
the quasiparticle configurations, it is more convenient to choose
an wast reference.

flW(MtV)

Fig. 9- Sxperimental routhians for bands assigned to the (+t*)i>
(+,-). and {-» + )« configurations ( designated by solid,
dashed and dot-dashed linos, respectivelyJ in
' ^'
' 'Vb, referred to the ground-state bands and their
smooth extrapolations.
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5- The spectrum of single-quasineutron states in odd-A Yb
isotopes
Before comparing experimental routhians with calculated exci¬
tation energiaa for independent-particle Motion in a rotating,
deformed potential, the spectrum of the experimental aingle-quasiparticle states which can be obtained from odd-A nuclei
will be discussed. The rotational configurations are labelled
by the conserved quantum numbers of the corresponding intrinsic
quasiparticle configurations At ,d) * parity,St , and signature,
CH,, C + or - corresponds to«X= 1/2 or -1/2, while for O- a O or 1
it is explicitly statedj. A superscript S is added to multiquasiparticle states to assign the seniority of the configuration
The Ti of a multiple-quaaiparticle configuration is the product
of all the constituent quasipartides, whereas the ex. of the tuultiple-quasiparticle configuration is the sum of them's of the con¬
stituent quasipar tides.
In the odd-A Yb isotopes (_»ee e q . the level scheme of
Yb
shown in fig. 3) three bands are known which are interpreted
[j2,14,24]] as single-quasineutron intrinsic configurations: the
ground-state band with (Tf ,&J = £-,+j , and the favoured and un¬
favoured portions of th* yrast band with C ^ » a ) n - C +» +)< a n d
( + ,-),., respectively. The systematics of the single-quasiparticle
routhians are such as expected from the Nilsson states near the
Fermi surface (see fig. 10j . The K = 3/2~ ground state bands in
161
Yta and 1 0 3 Yb and the K = 5/2" ground-state bands in i 6 5 Yb and
Yb are based dominantly on the h g/2 and f 7 / 2 shell-model
states. Therefore, because of the relatively largeQ in compari¬
son with j, these configurations are expected to achieve only
a small alignment during rotation. In contrast, the yrast bands
are expected and observed to have larger rotational alignments.
These bands are based on the (, + i + K and (. + ,-) intrinsic configu¬
rations that at -ftcj s 0 correspond to the 5/2* L ^ ^ J Nilsson con¬
figuration. Furthermore, 3/2 + £65i] and 1/2* C.6<So3 Nilsson confi¬
gurations which may have very large rotational alignment are suf¬
ficiently close to the Ferial surface fsee fig 10 \ to mix into

,A, relative to the NilsFig. 10. Position of the^erm^surfacg^
son levels for 'vI»lv'-" >w-" lw 'yb. The spectrum of the
Nilsson levels was calculated with the quadrupole and
hexadecapole deformations suggested.by Benctsson [_46Q
and given in the figure. The position of the Fermi
surface was determined by requiring that the nucleus
has the correct neutron number.

the yrast configuration at higher-liCJ.
Under rotation K is no longer a constant of the motion, therefore,
the Q : K : 1/2 component is mixed into the other configuration
producing a "signature-dependent splitting" between the £1 =i 1/2
components of all the configurations. The energy splitting between
the routhians corresponding to the different signatures of the
yrast configuration, i.e. C+,+),, and C + >-) <» i a a measure of the
bd a 1/2 component in the wave function. The systematic decrease
with increasing N in both, the alignment of the yrast bands and
the energy splitting \jl2,ik,2b~\ between the different signatures
of the yrast bands (.see fig. 1i) is a consequence of the movement
of the Fermi surface toward i-,n/2 orbits of large £ Caee fig. iq).
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Fig- 11- Experimental and calculated ( CSU ) signature splitting
of the yrast bands in odd-A Yb nuclei at -no = 0.2 MeV.
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6. Construction of multiple-quaaineutron states from the
spectrum of single-quasineutron states
The single quasineutron states such as the three observed
experimentally, in the odd-A Yb isotopes, represent the "building
blocks" for the construction of multiple-quasineutron states.
From the energies of these single-quasineutron states in the
intrinsic system it is possible to construct the excitation ener¬
gies as a function of «<J for multiple-quasiparticle states.
Por example, the routhians corresponding to the two lowest expected two-quasiparticle, negative-party configurations C~»OJ, , and
, and the lowest two-quasiparticle, positive-parity confi\2
gurations,C +»°3i t *n t h e neihgbouring even-mass Yb isotopes
as well as the lowest three-quasineutron configuration,C -i+Ji
of the odd-mass Yb isotopes can be constructed as simple sums
of the routhians of the single-quasineutron configurations (. + »+)..>
£+,-). and C~>+J.| °*" ' n e odd-mass Yb's. The construction of twoand three quasineutron routhians from combinations of three
single-quasineutron routhians observed in odd-Yb isotopes is
shown schematically in fig- 12. In this figure no value for the
neutron pairing-correlation parameter,A i has been assumed.
InsteadA n are obtained when the constructed routhians are com¬
pared with experimental two- and three-quasineutron routhians.
Two of the constructed two-quasineutron configurations, C + » ° ) 1 =[C + ,+)1®(+,-)1Jf, i.e. the S band, and O»*)? = [t+ '+)i ®
C~i *)•»)* t n e lowest negative - parity band, are known in the
even-A Yb's. Similarly, the three-quasineutron configuration,

C-,+)^ =Q(.+»+)t <S> C+r-) t ® ^-»+)il? is know* as the grdund-state
band in the odd-A Yb's above the observed band crossing. From the
comparison between the routhi.an of multiplo-quasiparticle states
and routhians constructed from experimental single-quasiparticle
states, it can be found out where the strong •n'co-dependent and
configuration-dependent residual interactions between the consti¬
tuent quasiparticlos in the multiple-quasiparticle config-urations
exist. In the cranked shell-model \10^ it is assumed that such

£•#. Ii

Fig. 12- Schematic figure illustrating construction of 2- and
3- g.p. routhians using 1-S-P- routhians. Note that the
neutron pairing correlation parameter, <\ , has not been
added to che routhians. The dashed lines represent ro¬
uthians for those ranges of nco , for which routhians
for one or more constituent quasipartides have been
extrapolated.
residual interactions between quasiparticles are weak. Thus, from
the comparison discussed above one can decide whether the CSH can
be applied.

It is also possible, as has been already mentioned, to obtain
information on the neutron pairing-correlation parameter,A n ,
from the comparison of the absolute excitation energies of the
constructed and experimental multiple-quasineutron routhians.
Since the single-quasipartiele levels usually are referred to the
ground-state configuration of the neighbouring even-even nuclei,
it is necessary to include, as a constant factor, the quasiparticle energy, E ,5;A, in the odd-A routhians. Instead of including,
for example, the odd-even mass difference as an estimate of A
into the odd-A routhians, it is chosen to keep A as a parameter
and to plot e-& for the odd-A systems. Then the energy difference
between the constructed two-quasineutron systems, e ' 2 a D ~ ^^n'
and the experimental values in the neighbouring even-even systems,
e'
, will give a measure of A . The values of A obtained from
i

,,
m
|,

such a comparison viii be labelled A c

n

to emphasise that they

were obtained as a difference between two-quasineutron routhians,
constructed as a sum of "experimental" single-quasineutron ro¬
uthians and "experimental" two-quasineutron routhians. From a aimilar comparison of the constructed and the experimental three-quasineutron states a measure of A
can be also obtained, since
A appears in the constructed three-quasdneutron state three
times (once in the ©'- £> for each quasineutron) and only once
in the construction of* the experimental routhian for the three-quasineutron state.
Two quasineutron routhians constructed for the (_+,0). and
(-.0. states are compared to the experimental ones for
'
'
'
Yb in fig. 13. In the construction of the two-quasine¬
utron routhians average values of the appropriate single-quasi¬
neutron routhians in the neighbouring odd-A isotopes were used.
Such an averaging ought to remove at the first approximation,
effects which vary smoothly with neutron number. In fig. 13 the
An were shifconstructed two-quasineutron routhians i.e. •>£qp - 2A
n order to
ted up by two times the &• value given in the <£qp
figure in
reproduce the experimental values. Both the slope(i.e. the align¬
ment) and the energy splitting ot the experimental routhians for

Fig. 13. Comparison of the expe¬
rimental L circles) and the con¬
structed - see fig. 12 - (.solid
The open and the oloaed circles
represent the experimental routhlans
for the odd-spin, odd-parity bands
and the s-bands, respectively. The
dashed lines represent the construc¬
ted routhians for those ranges of
iiui, for which routhians for one or
more constituent quasineutrons have
been obtained by extrapolation.
The energy scales on the left-hand
vely. The experimental data for
16Oyb and 1 6 Z Yb were taken from
refa. 21,24. Por further details,
see text.

'the lowest positive— and negative-parity two-quasineutron confi¬
gurations are reproduced by routhians constructed as the sum of
the routhians of single-quasineutron configurations. Such an
agreement indicates that a residual interaction between the two
unpaired quasipar tides is not strongly dependent on the angular
frequency and the quasiparticle configurations.
The constructed three-quasineutron routhians for the C->+)?
configuration ( = e'L+,+)1 + <*'(+,-) ^ + ©'(T»-OJ) aro also compared
in fig. 11* with the routhians of the ground-state liands of *"*»
'"*-''
Yb's above the band crossing. A smaller alignment is
observed in the three-quasineutron configurations of these nuclei
than it is expected from the experimentally construced routhians.
A possible explanation is the following: when three-quasineutron
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Pig. 1*t. Comparison of the expe¬
rimental £ circles) and the con¬
structed - see fig. 12 -( solid
and dashed lines ) routhians for
the lowest negative-parity 3 q.pbands,t „-, + )*,gLC +,+)i ® C+.-i, ®

C-,+)tf±n ^a,163,165,16*^'
!.

The dashed lines represent the
constructed routhians for those
ranges of -ćco, for -which routhians
for one or more constituent quasineutrons have been obtained by
extrapolation. The energy scales
shown to the left-hand and the
right hand sides correspond to

i
-8 ~

163.167YD and

161,165YD, respecti¬

vely. The experimental data for
161yb were taken from ref. 2k.
For further details, see text.
\

orbits near the Fermi surface are occupied, thereby "blocking'"
their contribution to pairing, the pairing is sufficiently reduced
to decrease the alignment. Cranked shell-model calculations do
indicate that a decrease in the alignment is associated with the
decreased pairing. Therefore,, the present agreement in the align¬
ments for the constructed and experimental two-quasineutron states
together with the deviation for the three-quasineutron states
would indicate a significant decrease in A for the tnree-quasineutron configurations when compared to the two-quasineutron con¬
figurations. Since there is a discrepancy between the slopes of
the constructed and the experimental three-quasineutron routhians,
it is not possible to get an estimate of A from the energy dif¬
ference between these routhians.

The described above method of constructing multiple-quasiparticle routhians on the basis of single-quasiparticle ones as
"building blocks" and comparing vith the experimental routhians
can be extended to more than three quaaiparticlea
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?. Band-crossing systematics in Yb nuclei
In the mass region, where the Fermi surface is near the

IOW-JL

neutron orbits, the band-crossing frequency,fiuj•, corres¬
ponding to the alignment of the first pair of neutrons, is control¬
led by a rotational aligned orbit *iear
the Fermi surface which
is particularly sensitive to the neutron pairing-correlation para¬
meter [.25!'
To establish the angular frequency, -nu) , at which it is ener¬
getically favourable for a quasineutron pair to be aligned, it is
convenient, as it has been mentioned before, to cxprep-s the infor¬
mation contained in the level schemes in a rotating frame. Nonrotational features, interpreted as the band crossings, are apparent
from the variation of e' as a function of -few for a specific cas¬
cade Csee fig. S ) . The band-crossing frequencies, -ftu), are well
determined from such a plot. In even-even rare-earth nuclei the
lowest-frequency band crossing corresponds to the crossing of the
ground-state band with the aligned two-quasineutron S-band. This
band-crossing which corresponds to the alignment of a pair of
i"13/2 quasineutrons, is responsible for the backbendings observed
in the yrast sequence of even-even rare-earth nuclei. A band cros¬
sing corresponding to the alignment of the same two quasineutrons
can also be obfjrved in the low-lying negative-parity bands of the
ouu-.\ nuclei. Eere a band based on the negative-parity single quasi¬
neutron crosses a three quasineutron band involving the unpaired
nepi tive-parity quasineutron as well as the same two i.o/o quasi¬
neutrons which form the configuration of the S-band in the even,-even nuclei.
.ixperimental band-crossing frequencies for a large number of
Yb nuclei [_11 , 1 2, 1 3, 1 h , 2k, 26, 2?] , iir [.28-33], Ilf [. 3^-38] and
" [39,4Oj nuclei are shown as a function of the neutron number in
fig. 15. In the mass region presented in this figure, the łioJ for
odd-J.1 nuclei is systematically, 40-50 keV, lower than for even-even nuclei. As will be shown below, this systematic lowering of
hi^c when going from odd- to eveu-N nuclei is not a result of the
technique of defining -no from the experimental routhians.
o

c» 15
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JTig. 15. a/ Syst oma tics of -n<J for yraat bands in even-mass nuclei
and for tne lowest negative-parity band in odd-N nuclei;.
b/ Values of -AQ S * necessary to reproduce the value of
liul's in CSM calculations. Tbe error bars only reflect
uncertainties In the definition of tne Ł<*> s and do nott
include model-dependent uncertainties reafiltine from tł^e
CSM calculations.
CSM
c/ A comparison of ć\" for even-N systems C solid symbols)
with A* e ^ppen symbols) obtained from odd-even mass dif¬
ferences.

The crossing frequencies are nearly independent of the Harris
parameters used to remove the excitation energy of the rotating
core. Xf a nonzero value of E is assumed for the S-band, the
magnitude of the odd-even variation of -Jitv would be even larger.
In order to determine whether the observed shift in £t>J is
a function of neutron number or mass number, the nuclei '-"Hf
and ^ Tm were studied [_hi,k2~]. The observed-ncJ for odd-Z, even-N
nuclei are characteristic of the even-even nuclei, therefore, the
variation in band-crossing frequencies is depsndent on whether
there is an even or odd number of neutrons. Such a shift of -fiuJ
c
or neutron alignment frequencies to lower angular frequencies for
odd-N systems can be explained by a reduction of the neutron
pairing-correlation* parameter, A , for the odd-N nuclei (.see fig.
163. Xf there is less pairing, the rotational aligned configura¬
tion becomes yrast at a lower i o .

fig. 16. Cranked shell-model
two-quasineutron routhians
calculated as a function of
ncj f or 1 o 6 Yb with t2= .246
and £.4= .005 and two different
values of Z L ( 0-84 and 1 .13
MeVj. The shift in <&ŁOC corres¬
ponding to a change in ^ ±a
n
indicated.

kO

j
•
•
Jf
•

Qualitative evidence for a reduction of A In odd-N nuclei aa
compared to the seniority-zero bands in the even-even nuclei was
obtained previously from the analysis of the moments of inertia,
ex-decay intensities and two-nucleon transfer oross sections L8.i •
From these techniques, however, due to uncertainties associated
with the calculations of the moments of inertia, Ov-decay and par¬
ticle-transfer cross sections it is difficult to get accurate
quantitative values for the magnitude of the pairing reduction.
The fact that the reduction in the pairing energy is measured as
an energy (i.e. the shift of the crossing frequency) suggests that
the procedure to get quantitative values of the pairing reduction
may be less complicated than that for the other techniques. It is
only necessary to prediot correctly the average alignment for
frequencies O^ficJ^iw (see fig. 16) to obtain a measure of the
change in A , i.e.5^ , associated with the shift in -ÓU •
In the small region around the critical frequency -fiu) where
the trajectories of the positive and negative-energy quasipartioles approache each other the CSM \_h3~\ does not describe well the
motion of the quasiparticles. The cranked shell-model reproduces
experimental alignments ovex the remaining range of fico.. Thus,
it is expected that the absolute values of A labelled A
obtained from the CSM analysis of the crossing frequencies, givan
in fig. 15b, are "a reasonable measure of the neutron pairing-gap
parameter for the nuclei iiO of which is controlled by high-j
low-S?orbits near to the Fermi surface. Indeed, as it is shown in
fig. 15c, the values of A
, extracted for even-even nuclei aro
in agreement with odd-even neutron mass differences,A° e , for
those systems where accurate mass measurements exist [J*1*] .
A reduction in the alignment of the lowest frequency pair of
neutron should be also associated with the reduction of Z
in the odd-N system. A systematics of such a reduction In odd-N
Yb nuclei for the !,„/, neutron alignment with respect to the.
alignment of the same pair of i../, neutrons in even-even nuclei
as well as with respect to the sum of the alignments of the sincl
-quasineutron states corresponding to the two active i-*n/2 <ł«»«ineutrons is presented in fig. 17.
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F±S- 17- Systomatics of the alignment in Yb nuclei for the first
pair of AJ-J/2 neutrons (i-«- (•»+)« "= A and C*f~)-i "= B )
taken from the gain in the alignment at the lovest-frequency band crossing ( closed circles) and from the
sum of alignments of the corresponding single-quasineutron states in odd-N nuclei (.open circles).

8. Comparison with craruced shell-model calculations
The best test of the cranked shell-model is a direct compari¬
son of calculated routhians with "experimental" ones obtained
from the decay scheme information. The parameters used in tho
CSM - calculations are the quadrupole deformation ć_2» fch° hexadeoapole deformation Lu, the pairing-correlation paramo tors •''•
and A (_ f or neutrons and protons, respectively) and the chenic;i L
potential A which determines the expectation value of the pLi'fcio.lo
number. In the rare-earth region the quadrupole and hexadocapolo
deformations, Ł„ and i.^ are rather well known and were taken frou
the systeraatics published by the Lund-Warsaw group LA5i'*6, .
As discussed earlier, one can obtain an estimate of A from tho
•fio crossings frequencies of the ground-state bands in odd-?;
YTo nuclei. £ The parity, ~ = _, of the ground-state band assures
that none of the A.-wo n©u*;rori configurations, " = +, is "blockcU",
The procedure th'en is to take this /> value together with defor¬
mation parameters, £ o , bj, and the appropriate position of the
Fermi surface,'^V , to reproduce the neutron number, and to cal¬
culate the spectrum of the single-particle states in the rotating
intrinsic frame. The results of such CSM-calculations for
~J'
i67
Yb's are shown in fig 18.
It is possible to compare directly these predicted rjuasiparticle levels with the experimental routhians constructed • see
seotion 3 j from the decay scheme information. However, with the
ground-state configuration taken as the "reference" for
all
angular frequencies, it appears necessary to reconstruct tho pu;-e
quasineutron states in these regions where the mixing between
the quasiparticle states is substantial '^10,k7?\• Wien the inter¬
actions are strong and/or several levels interact, such a recon¬
struction, becomes impossible. The technique described in z-efs.
10 and k7 is used in the present work to obtain the pure quasi¬
neutron states in the interaction regions for
' J> 5 Yb
The resulting theoretical and "experimental" routhians are pre¬
sented in fig. 19- In ths calculation of the experimental

-a*

Pig. 18. Quaslaeutron levels In the rotating frame for i 6 5 ' i 6 7 rb,
obtained from CSH caloulatlona and shown as a function
of the rotational frequency -faw. The parameters used,
and the parities and signatures of a few trajectories
are shown to the right. CV,a.) = (. + «+)# C+»")» C ~ f O
and (-,-) states are Indicated by full drawn, shortdashed, and long-dashed lines, respectively.

Fig. 19- Comparison of the experimental quasineutron spectra for
161 i63 165
'
'
Y b , shown as a function of licj, with those
from CSM calculations. The filled circles and the solid
lines are the experimental and the theoretical spectra,
respectively, for bands with positive signature. The
open circles and the dashed lines depict the same for
bands with negative signature. The experimental data
for 161Yb were taken from ref. Zk.

routhians, the values, & , necessary to reproduce the band cros¬
sing in the ground-state band [.253 have been assumed. At angular
frequencies below the band-crossing frequencies, where the
routhians correspond to single-quasineutron configurations,

the alignment and the relative excitation energies of the lowest
3t
5
positive- and negative-parity configurations in
Yb, L + ,+).
and (.-,+) 1 are
reproduced well.
For
Yb, however, the posi¬
tive-parity configuration is predicted to be the closest to the
Fermi surface even for small iO, in disagreement with the experi¬
mentally observed negative-parity ground state (,2^3• The observed
energy splitting between the two signatures of the positive-parity
configurations, (+,+].. and (,+ »-J<» i s greater than predicted.
A similar discrepancy has been observed for several other rare-earth nuclei C103- For-ńcj<h(i). a larger than observed alignment
is predicted for both negative-parity three-quasineutron configu¬
rations, (-, + }? and (.-,-)::• The observed alignment for these con¬
figurations is also less than that of the three-quasineutron
routhians constructed as a auto of the appropriate single-quasineutron routhians Q see section 6) . The alignment of the three-quasineutron configurations can be reproduced in the CSM-calculations if the pairing-correlation parameter is reduced by 25$
relative to the value of A

' obtained from one- and three-quasin
neutron band crossing frequencies.
Band crossings are also predicted in the positive parity bands
(see fig. t°), (_+I+)<T corresponding to the alignment of a diffe¬
rent pair of i _ ,_ quasineutrons than those responsible for the
lower frequency alignment in the negative-parity band and in the
yrast band of the neighbouring even-N isotopes. This band-crossing
frequency is correctly reproduced in
Yb and
Yb but it is
observed at about 50 keV higher iń •feto than predicted in
*Yb.
Of course, it is possible to increase the frequency of this band
crossing in CSM-calculations by an arbitrary increase in the
pairing correlation parameter. However, to reproduce the observed
crossing frequency, it is necessary to increase A by about 35?»
with respect to the value used to reproduce the lower-frequency
crossing in the negative-parity band. Such an increased value of
^n is as large as that derived from the ground-state band- S-band
crossing in the neighbouring even-N Yb isotopes [.25] . It is,
however, difficult to understand in a phenomenological way how
the occupancy of certain single-particle configurations in some

odd-N Yb nuclei significantly reduces & while in others does
not affect it. As a matter of fact, the recent calculations done
by R. Bengtsson and J-y. Zhang L**8^ suggest that for neutron
levels in rare-earth nuclei, the pairing is reduced more for the
negative-parity states than for the positive-parity states and
for configurations with smaller signature splitting. Such effects
might play a role in explaining the observed discrepancy in the
baud crossing frequency in the positive-parity band in
Yb.
However, the observed signature splittings between positive-parifcy states in i 6 i Yb and i 6 3 Yb are larger than in i 6 5 Yb,
therefore, such an effect would seem to be the largest in the
lighter odd-N Yb isotopes where the band crossing is predicted
at the correct frequency. In the case of
Yb, it is also dif¬
ficult to alter significantly the difference in "ŁcJ between the
predicted crossings for the negative-parity and positive-parity
bands by small changes in th« various parameters which are taken
into account in the CSM-caloulations. Thus the source of the
discrepancy in
^Yb is not understood yet.
The frequency of the crossing in the favoured and unfavoured
positive-parity band £-which corresponds to the exchange of the
roles of the C+»~)< s&d C+f-^2 * r a J e c t o r i e 3 ~ s e o f ig- 18} repre¬
sents a more thorough test of the CSM than the lowest-frequency
band crossing £i.e. that observed' in the negative parity band).
The C + »-)« - C + *~)2 CTOas^J1Ss
^ r © sensitive to the quasiparticla
energy, alignment and the interaction of the trajectories. The
C+,-Jo a n d t n e higher laying trajectories are derived from and
interact with Nilsson orbitals which are more distant from the
Fermi surface Csee fig. 10). Therefore, not only the relative
positions of orbits, but al3O their energy relative to the Fermi
surface,L- X , becomes important in predicting the higher-frequen¬
cy band crossings. Furthermore, the strengths of the interactions
at the lower-frequency crossings are also important in the calcu¬
lation of the higher-frequency crossings.
Vhen the interaction between the quasiparticle trajectories is
strong, it becomes difficult to reconstruct the "pure" quasiparticle trajectories in the interaction region. In the case of

(.»•« fie- 18), vhere there are two strongly interacting
trajectory crossings closely spaced in angular frequency corres¬
ponding to the alignment of the first and the second pair of
neutrons , it is particularly difficult to reconstruct the "pure"
quasiparticle trajectories. Such troubles can be avoided by refer¬
ring the experimental routhians to the yrast band in the neighbo¬
uring even-even isotopes. Then, the experimental routhians can
bo directly compared to the calculated routhians (
_ see fig 20).

1.0 -

0.5

Fig. 20. Theoretical and experimental quasineutron spectra for
-*Yb and ^"'Yb, shown as a function of JuJ and referred
to an average of the yrast bands.in ^"^Yb agd '^^Yb for
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Yb and to tne yrast band in ' 6 8 Yb for 1 " 7 Yb. The yrast
references have been shifted in fe so as to snake the cros¬
sing frequencies of the references coincide with the lo¬
west-frequency crossings in the negative parity bands in
O5,1o7vb# Yh e O p O n gjjjj the closed circles represent the
experimental spectra for the negative air! the positive
signatures, respectively. The quantuuia ir.mbors appropriate
foi- the theoretical spectra are also shov.-n in the figure.

In fact, it has been suggested [_181 that such, an approach taay bo
better, since the interaction at a crossing is never zero and at;
the large angular frequencies the spectrum of quasiparticle level
becomes complicated. Several practical problems, however, are
encountered in referring the odd-N experimental routhians to the
yrast bands of the neighbouring even-even isotopes. Ideally, the
average routhian of the yrast line from the even-even isotopes
with one less and one more neutron can be constructed as a func¬
tion of ficJ and substracted as a reference from the odd-N isotope
of interest. It is known, however, that the frequency for the
alignment of the first pair of i.„/„ neutrons is different in
odd-N and even-N isotopes {,2^\ . Therefore it is necessary to
shift the reference or the experimental vacuum in 1źu> so that the
crossing frequency of the reference coincides with that in the
isotope of interest. Besides the shift in the alignment frequency
for the first pair of A.. 3/2 neutrons, a shift in the magnitude of
the alignment associated with this pair of neutrons is apparently
observed between the two-quasineutron and three-quasineutron con¬
figurations, resulting presumably from the reduced pairing
caused by the larger number of aligned quasiparticles. Another
problem, which must be considered when applying the experimental
yrast line as a reference to the neighbouring isotope, is the
variation between neighbouring isotopes of the interaction betwae
the constituent bands of the yrast configuration [_23,k6,k9] • The
appropriate treatment for such change in the alignment and in the
interband interaction strength between the neighbouring even- and
odd-N isotopes is not a priori obvious. Therefore, the approach
is to examine for
Vb the comparison between the experimental
and predicted routhians for both reference frames and then to
167
consider
Yb where only the reference to the yrast band is
appropriate.
When the experimental routhians of
^>' &7 Yb are referred to
the yrast configuration, ths crossing in the negative-parity
bands should disappear (^compare figs. 19 and 20j. Therefore, the
extent to which this band crossing is removed is a test of whethe
an appropriate reference has been chosen. In the yrast representa-

tion configurations are labelled by the non-yrast excited quasi*
particles. For example, the ground-state bands of
'* 'Yb will
at
be (.-»+)<
&"•> below aa well as above the band crossing, since
the i^/o n e u t r o n s a r e also aligned in the referenoe. The discon¬
tinuity in the experimental routhian of the (.-fOj band of the
^Yb C see fig. 20) at the crossing and the change of slope of
the routhian at this point are associated with reference problems.
The pairing correlations and interband interactions in the yrast
bands of ło ^» 1o °Yb are not completly applicable to
^Yb.
The
'Yb experimental routhians, shown in fig. 20, are refer1 ńS
red to the yrast band of
Y> 1^50,513- A constant value of
E.^s 0.79 >feV has bean included in the routhian. This value cor¬
responds to A = 0,7^*5 MeV plus a contribution from S.-?v.f which
n
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accounts for the fact that the Fermi surface in
Yb is located
+
6
in a gap between 5/2" \_ 523^ and 7/2 L 33] levels in the Nilsson
scheme (_see fig. io). Had the yrast band, with its weak ground-state band s-band interaction, been used as a reference for
Yb,
with its strong interaction between the ground-state band and its
crossing band, a very pronounced discontinuity would have been
produced in the negative-parity band at the crossing frequency.
Similarly, the large s-band alignment in
Yb would have led to
a slope change in the
Yb negative-parity band above the band
crossing frequency. The routhians of the positive-parity bands of
Yb are at low fiu> , lower in excitation energy than predicted,
indicating either that the predicted energy separation between
the 5/2" L523J and the 5/2* S_6hZ] Nilsson configurations is too
lar,_;e or that the Fermi surface should be closer to the 7/2 + L6333
Nilsson state than to the 5/2*[^6h2~\ state Q. see fig. 10j . Similar
11 1
1°15
1 r1°Jt1v5Yb
and other odd-N rare-earth nuclei L10J the signa¬
to
ture splitting between the (_+,+). and the L+,-) . configurations
is observed to be larger than predicted. In contrary to the case
of
Yb, the crossing in the C+f+)< band, corresponding to the
alignment of the second combination of i../, neutrons (_i e the
exchange of character of the t+ »+)< an£* ^ e C +1+ ) 2 coi^ig^ations
is close to the predicted frequency. This crossing, which corres¬
ponds to the change in the slope of the C + J + ) I routhian at
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hu«*0.32, is characteristic of strongly interacting configura¬
tions in agreement with the calculations. The band crossing in
the (+,-\ band, corresponding to an exchange in character of the
( + , - ) . . and ( + t~)o configurations, is not observed up to nu*0.375
MeV, whereas it is predicted at a lower angular frequency ( see
fig. 20). For the lighter Yb isotopes, the crossings of the
(+>+)« and (+>-), bands are found at nearly equal frequencies
[52J. This feature is connected probably with the low-ad compo¬
nents (having thus large alignment) which mixe into the (+,+).
quasineutron for N ^ 9 5 , thereby depressing the ^+,+)_ trajectory
with respect to the (+»-}o o n e (see fig- i8J. For the lower-mass
Yb isotopes, the highly aligned low-Sc trajectories are close to
the Ferini surface and therefore are the dominant components of
those quasineutron configurations.

9- Uvidence for strong rotational effects on M1 transitions.
The interband M1 transitions matrix elements connecting states
in rotational bands based on the opposite signatures of high-j,
low- Q quasipartide orbits are predicted [53] to be strongly
signature dependent even for small rotational frequencies. The
Ml transitions between bands based on the C + f+}.j a*id C+»-)j con¬
figurations in light odd-N Yb should provide an excellent test
of these predictions, since these bands are strongly populated
in C H -I., xn) reactions. In fact, such tranaitions in
Yb
L2i,2*t] were used as the original examples of this effect. The
interband transitions between the C+»+)< auid L+t~)i bands in
163,105,1«7yb provide an even more sensitive test of the signa¬
ture-dependent rotational effect on the Ml transitions. Xot only
are more transitions observed in
•*' 5 | 7 Yb than in
Yb,
but in
-*Yb the signature splitting in energy is such that the
1-1 state in the (+,-). band is nearly degenerated with the I state
in the ( + ,+) band (see fig. 3 ) . This is exactly the condition
for the Ml matrix elements of the (^1+1 , a =-1/2 -*-I, S. = 1/2^! tran¬
sitions to approach zero, and for the ( I,°- =1/2 —*• 1-1 , <X=-i/2)
transitions to have the maximum enhancement Q53]< For example,
B(.M1 , 23/2+ -^ 2i/2 + ) should be very small and B(M1 , 2i/2 + -* 19/2*1
is expected to be large. In
Yb, the '^-ray energies of the
(.I,<X=1/2 —=? 1-1, d =-1/2} transitions in the yrast band are so
small that these transitions cannot compete with the strongly-enhanced (l-?-I-2) transitions along the yrast band. The
X =-1/2 —> I, "3. =1/2 / transitions, which should be greatly hindered
3
are observed. In
Yb and
Yb, where the signature splitting
is smaller, both types of Ml transitions between the positive-parity bands appear.
Although no absolute transition rates have been measured,
some information on the Ml matrix elements can be extracted by
a comparison with the E2 strength which is assumed to follow the
pattern of the rigid rotation. Rotational perturbations on E'j£2 )
values for the (I -? I-1) transitions between the signature partners
and for in-band (J. -^ 1-2) tranaitions are expected vo bo very

small jT.53} • From the experimental branching ratios X= P (l-» 1-2 /
P
I-1), a value of

- < IK 20/1-1 K > 2

»

/12/

can be evaluated. It is also possible to use the experimental
values of the mixing ratios o within the I-»I-1 transitions to
determine the same ratio.
2
E
2
^

In both expressions Ev' and E 2 correspond to the energies inkeV fo
I-»I-1 and the I~?I-2 transitions, respectively. The data presen¬
ted in fig. 21 have been derived, assuming a value of Q = 7 eb.
For all nuclei studied, K= 5/2 was used
to get the values of
g ' . Since the rotation is expected to mix lower K values into
tne wave function, values of k = 3/2 and 1/2 were also applied
and were found to increase B(J-tt)'a extracted from the branching
ratio X , while the B(>J1) values .obtained from the mixing ratio o
were found to decrease drastically. The experimental determina¬
tion of O involves a larger uncertainty than that of the X -value
but, ia. order to bring the two extracted values of ECM1) into
agreement the average value of K has to be shifted of about 1/2
unit below 5/2. The values presented in fig. 21 have been derivat
from the branching ratios with this K -admixti^re taken into ac¬
count. The effect is found to be the largest on the highly retar¬
ded' B'JMJ values in 1 6 1 ' i 6 3 ' i 6 5 Y b . For" i 6 7 Yb, the separation
between the B(N1") values for the transitions between the two
signatures is observed, but in this nucleus the retardation is
less pronounced, as is expected, since the Fermi surface lies
here further away from the low- Si orbits of the i<3/2c
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21. 3(.Hi) values for 1-^1-1 transitions between states of
opposite signature of the i.,,/-, band in odd-A Yb nuclei.
1 Jf

9

5

2

These values were derived using Q* = 50 e~.b and the
average value K = 2 (
. see text} . The zigzag line allows
the theoretical values appropriate for the
-'Yb, cal¬
culated from the particle-rotor model
Sinoe the 1/2 Q660J is closer to the Fermi surface in
Yb and
jfo than in
- Yb for which the calculation is performed,
a larger signature dependence is observed for the two lighter Yb
nuclei.

10. Summary
The studies on which this paper is based can be regarded as
a test case for Che cranked shell-model in a region of nuclei
with stable deformation. Routhians and alignments have been
extracted from the experimental data. Experimental singlo-quasineutron routhians have been used to construct two- and three-quasineutron routhians. The •hcj and configuration dependences
of the constructed routhians for two-quasineutron configurations
in
*"* ' Tb agree with the experimental data, suggesting
that the residual interaction between two unpaired quasineutrons
is only weakly dependent upon the configurations and frequency.
A comparison of the magnitude of the neutron pairing-correlacion
parameter obtained from the energy difference between the two-quasineutrons routhians and the sum of the constituent single-quasineatron routhians with the neutron odd-even mass difference,
and the pairing-correlation parameter obtained from the ftu> of
c
166
1
the band crossing in the
Yb yrast sequence gives a residual
interaction of about 300 keV between the unpaired quasineutrons
An empirical odd-even neutron-number dependence of the rota¬
tional frequency for the alignment of the first pair of i.-zg
quasineutrons has been established. This behaviour is explained
by a reduction of A for odd-N systems as compared to the senio¬
rity-zero
neutron of
configurations
in even-X
A comparison
of
the magnitudes
the A "* necessary
tonuclei.
reproduce
the cros¬
sing frequencies with A (from odd-even mass difference) indi«»
cates that it may be possible to obtain quantitative values of 'A
from the crossing frequencies of quasiparticle bands. The agree¬
ment between A ' and Aoe indicates also that <4 is not strongly
dependent upon •ho for values of 4iu<^ho . The l o s s in neutron

c
pairing is associated apparently with neutron alignment and inde¬
pendent of proton alignment.
Finally, it has been shown, that it is possible to taake a di¬
rect comparison between calculated quasiparticle energies for
independent particle motion in a rotating deformed nucleus and
high-spin decay-scheme data expressed in the e' versus ncJ repra-
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sentation. Such a comparison has been made for a large number
of quasineutron configurations In rare-earth, nuclei of varying
neutron number. The agreement is surprisingly good despite the
simple assumptions of the cranked shell model(^all parameters,
C , L , A , K, ji, X Independent of łito) . However several problems
are not solved yet:
1/ It is necessary to reduce A for configurations with a lar¬
ger number of excited quasineutrona.
2/ The predicted signature splitting is too large for the
lowest negative-parity levels near N=9t.
3/ It is difficult to reproduce simultaneously the signature
splitting in the positive-parity band and the band-crossing
frequencies near N=95•
The drastic effect of rotation on M1 transition matrix elements
between the nucleons in high-j orbits has also been observed in
agreement with the calculations of I. Hamamoto.
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